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    DESCRIPTION

    Never lose your cool in our Performance Racer Tank. Whether you're running errands or just running, this tank is up for the task. The 100% durable interlocking polyester is light weight, quick drying and never loses it shape. This tee features a scoop neck and racker-back for a relaxed fit and endless range of motion.


Fit


	Our sizes are labeled for Juniors for a snug fit; size up for a looser fit



Features


	Racerback for range of motion



Fabric


	5 oz. 100% Polyester Jersey



Style Number


	SKU:1510V
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                Great Value!

                Love these tank tops! Such a great value -- the price is AWESOME and the quality is amazing!
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                Great

                Good quality
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                Perfect!

                Got these for the team for Cardio days - they love them!
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          Size Guide

        

        

	us size	bust	waist	hip
	xs (0/1)	31" - 32"	24" - 25"	33.5" - 34.5"
	s (3/5)	33" - 34"	26" - 27"	35.5" - 36.5"
	m (7/9)	35" - 36"	28" - 29"	37.5" - 38.5"
	l (11/13)	37" - 38.5"	30" - 31.5"	39" - 41"
	xl (15)	41"	33"	43.5"









CURVES





	1x (17)	42"	34"	44"
	2x (19/21)	44" - 46"	36" - 38"	46" - 48"
	3x (23/25)	48" - 50"	40" - 42"	50" - 52"
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HOW TO MEASURE YOURSELF





BUST


Relax arms at sides. Measure the fullest part of the bust, holding the tape parallel to the floor. TIP: if the measurement falls on the half inch, round up.


WAIST


Bend your torso to one side to find the natural waist. Measure around natural waistline, keeping one finger between the body and tape for a more comfortable fit.


HIP


Stand with feet together, holding the tape parallel to the floor. Measure around the fullest part of hips and bottom.
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